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GIS DAY @Purdue

Wednesday, November 19, 2008
PMU West Faculty Lounge

WITH MANY THANKS TO OUR SPONSORS:

OFFICE OF THE VICE PRESIDENT FOR RESEARCH
ORNL Videoconference: 2:30 pm STEW 209
PurdueGIS-L
cobweb.ecn.purdue.edu/~caagis/PurdueGIS/PurdueGIS_info

Libraries GIS
gis.lib.purdue.edu

Libraries GIS RSS Feed (it’s geoRSS!)
www4.lib.purdue.edu/gis/rss.php

Libraries GIS on Twitter
twitter.com/pugolian

GIS4Lunch (periodic seminars)
see gis.lib.purdue.edu

GIS Calendar (subscribable)
see gis.lib.purdue.edu
web-savvy? help build the first release: email ccmiller@purdue.edu
GIS Day Archive

docs.lib.purdue.edu/gisday
Geocaching Winners
following first 3 presentations
Geocaching Challenge
1st Place
spgreene@purdue.edu

Garmin eTrex Vista HCx
2nd Place
jarz@purdue.edu

Magellan Triton 500
3rd Place
hartmand@purdue.edu

1-yr Geocaching.com Premium Membership
4th Place
JERSEY1@FPNMAIL.com

1-yr Google Earth Plus License
THANKS TO ALL PLAYERS